
SHORT COMMUNICATION

Dispersal alters bacterial diversity and composition
in a natural community
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Dispersal is central to the evolution and maintenance of microbial diversity. Quantifying microbial
dispersal and its role in shaping communities remains a challenge, however. Here, we manipulated a
bacterial community’s dispersal rate in a grassland ecosystem and test whether this altered diversity
and composition. We constructed bags of two nylon mesh sizes that allowed more or less bacterial
movement and filled them with an edible or inedible substrate, irradiated plant litter or nylon sheets.
We measured changes in bacterial abundance (using flow cytometry) and composition (using 16S
amplicon sequencing) in the bags weekly over 5 months. The dispersal treatment altered bacterial
colonization rates and led to differences in the abundance, richness, evenness and composition of
communities. Overall, the study demonstrates that dispersal influences the assembly of this natural
bacterial community.
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Introduction

Dispersal, or the movement of organisms, has an
important role in the evolution and maintenance of
biodiversity (Leibold et al., 2004; Cottenie, 2005).
Recent biogeographic studies and field experiments
suggest that, as with larger organisms, microorgan-
isms are dispersal-limited (Bell, 2010; Lindstrom and
Ostman, 2011; Hanson et al., 2012) or, in other
words, the probability of a bacterium moving away
from a location varies with distance. Because of this
limitation, dispersal rates can influence both diver-
sity (richness and evenness) and composition of
microbial communities (Whitaker et al., 2003;
Horner-Devine et al., 2004; Martiny et al., 2011;
Andam et al., 2016). In addition, dispersal may have
an impact on communities through mass effects
(Evans et al., 2017). However, quantifying the
dispersal of microorganisms is a challenge because
of their small size and high abundance (Nemergut
et al., 2013); hence, the relationship between
dispersal rates and microbial diversity or composi-
tion remains to be tested. Indeed, these relationships
are likely complex and dependent on environmental
context (Chase, 2007; Louca et al., 2016; Evans et al.,
2017). Thus, field experiments will be required to
elucidate the role of dispersal in shaping microbial
communities.

Here, we tested whether varying a community’s
dispersal rate alters the diversity and composition of
a bacterial community. We focused on bacterial
communities on plant litter, the top layer of soil, in a
southern California grassland (Martiny et al., 2017).
To manipulate the dispersal rate (the number of cells
migrating into/out of a community per time), we
constructed bags from two nylon mesh sizes. The
high dispersal rate treatment (18.0 μm; hereafter
‘open’) allowed for the migration of bacteria and
larger microorganisms through the bags, whereas the
low dispersal rate treatment (0.22 μm; ‘closed’)
substantially reduced dispersal (Allison et al.,
2013; Martiny et al., 2017). To disentangle the
influence of dispersal alone versus growth and
successional dynamics, we also manipulated the
substrate inside the bags. Half of the bags within each
dispersal treatment contained an edible substrate
(irradiated plant litter), and half contained an
inedible substrate (irradiated nylon sheet), where
microbes could land but not grow. In total, we
deployed 192 bags into the field and collected three
replicates per treatment at 16 time points over the
course of 5 months. For each bag, we measured total
cell abundance using flow cytometry and character-
ized the bacterial community using 16S amplicon
sequencing. During the last 2 months of the experi-
ment, we also assayed samples from surrounding
plant litter (detailed methods in Supplementary
Information).

Results and discussion

Bacterial abundance differed by dispersal treatment
(Figure 1a). In the litter-containing bags, abundance
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was 151 times higher in the open versus closed
treatment after just 1 week (2.3 × 107 per g dry litter
and 1.5 × 105 per g dry litter, respectively; t-test:
t4 = 3.36, P=0.03). This difference persisted for the
first 7 weeks of the experiment, indicating that the
closed bags successfully lowered bacterial dispersal
rates (Supplementary Table S1). Notably, however,
abundance also increased in the closed bags such
that average abundance in the open and closed
treatments did not significantly differ after 7 weeks
(Supplementary Table S1). After 11 weeks, bacterial
cell counts leveled off in both open and closed bags
at 2.1 × 108 cells per g dry litter, similar to that
observed in the surrounding plant litter (Figure 1a).
Thus, as with the phyllosphere (Remus-Emsermann
et al., 2012), litter communities appear to be subject
to a carrying capacity, and the capacity in our litter
bags was similar to that of the surrounding, litter
environment.

The open and closed nylon-containing bags also
differed in their abundance; additionally, overall
abundance was greatly reduced because of lack of
growth. Bacterial abundance in the open bags (113
cells per cm2 nylon) was on average 330 times higher
than that in the closed bags (0.34 cells per cm2 nylon;
analysis of covariance; dispersal treatment:
F1,14 = 20.6, Po0.001; inset in Figure 1a). We were
unable to PCR-amplify DNA from the closed nylon-

containing bags, confirming that dispersal was
greatly reduced by the smaller mesh size.

Higher community dispersal rates led to increased
bacterial diversity. Observed richness was signifi-
cantly higher in the open versus closed litter-
containing bags (Figure 1c and Supplementary
Table S1). Richness also appeared limited by
dispersal in the litter-containing bags, as it increased
significantly over time. Furthermore, higher disper-
sal increased evenness in the litter-containing bags
(Figure 1d and Supplementary Table S1). In general,
growth on the irradiated litter led to more even
communities in the later stages of the experiment,
similar to the successional dynamics of a sterile
substrate by marine taxa (Datta et al., 2016). In
contrast, evenness in the open nylon-containing bags
decreased over time, reflecting the pattern of the
surrounding litter community (Figure 1d). We
suspect that this decline in evenness is due to
typical seasonal changes at this grassland site
(Supplementary Figure S1; Matulich et al., 2015).

The dispersal rate also influenced bacterial com-
position (Figures 1b and 2 and Supplementary Table
S2). The closed litter-containing bags had signifi-
cantly higher within-treatment variation than either
the open litter-containing bags or the environmental
litter (PERMDISP; P=0.02 and P=0.004, respec-
tively). Thus, lower bacterial dispersal rates appear

Figure 1 Effects of dispersal limitation on bacterial (a) abundance, (b) composition, as assayed by 16S sequencing, (c) richness and
(d) evenness, after rarefaction to standardize for sequencing effort among samples. Error bars in a are 1+1 s.e. The four treatment types
included litter-containing open bags (purple), litter-containing closed bags (orange), nylon-containing open bags (light blue), nylon-
containing closed bags (dark blue). Plant litter samples from the surrounding environment (green) were also collected for comparison.
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to increase ecological drift and result in more
divergent composition (Hanson et al., 2012; Evans
et al., 2017). The nylon-containing bags, which did
not allow for growth, were more representative of the
surrounding plant litter community than the litter-
containing bags (Figures 1b and 2, Supplementary
Table S3). Presumably, the nylon-containing bags are
a random subsample of the surrounding community,
whereas the communities in the litter-containing
bags are in the early stages of succession and,
therefore, are also influenced by growth and compe-
tition. Still, relative abundance of individual taxa in
both the open nylon- and open litter-containing bags
was positively correlated with the relative abun-
dance of taxa in the environment (R2 = 0.77 and 0.76,
respectively, both Po0.001; Supplementary
Figure S2). These strong correlations suggest that
bacterial dispersal occurs primarily passively in this
system, as taxa generally colonize the bags in
proportion to their abundance on the surrounding
plant litter. However, dispersal rates among taxa
could depend on traits such as size, adhesive ability
and, in the case of an edible substrate, competitive
ability. Thus, it is notable that a Cytophagaceae
taxon (genus Hymenobacter), previously character-
ized as a common atmospheric bacterium (Yooseph
et al., 2013; Barberan et al., 2015), was more
abundant on the nylon than on the environmental
litter (Figure 2, Supplementary Figure S2). Similarly,
an Oxalobacteriaceae taxon (genus Massilia) was
more abundant in the litter bag samples than in

the environment (Figure 2 and Supplementary
Figure S2), suggesting that this taxon has a growth
advantage during early litter colonization. Finally,
we note that, although the mesh size of the open bags
was small, we cannot exclude the possibility that
they allowed a greater number of grazers to colonize,
which may have contributed to differences in
bacterial composition between the dispersal
treatments.

Conclusions

This experiment reveals that bacterial dispersal, like
selection by the litter substrate, contributes to the
diversity and composition of this bacterial commu-
nity on grassland litter. Our study also demonstrates
the feasibility of manipulating bacterial dispersal in
the field, offering the potential to disentangle the
processes contributing to microbial community
assembly (Hanson et al., 2012; Nemergut et al.,
2013). Future work might consider the impacts of
dispersal differences across ecosystems for commu-
nity assembly and functioning.
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